Introduction.
In a recent paper [2] , E. H. Brown introduced the notion of a twisted tensor product. Briefly, the definition is as follows.
Let £ be a D.G.A. (differential, graded, augmented) coalgebra, A a D.G.A. algebra, and M a D.G.A. A -module. The twisted tensor product £ 0® 717 of £ with M is, except for the differential, the usual tensor product. The differential on K^,®M is modified using a twisting cochain <p in Hom(£, A). Now suppose p: E->X is a fiber space (essentially of the Hurewicz type) with fiber £. Then C(X) is a D.G.A. coalgebra, C(QX) a D.G.A. Brown's main theorem states that there is a twisting cochain p in Hom(C(A), C(fiA)) and a chain equivalence p: C(X) t®C(F)-*C(E).
In another recent paper [l], Barratt, Gugenheim, and Moore define the twisted cartesian product of two simplicial sets (semi-simplicial complexes). If X and £ are simplicial sets and G is a simplicial group acting on £, the twisted cartesian product of X and £, XXT F, coincides with the usual cartesian product except that the initial face is modified in terms of a twisting function r: X->G. It is proved in [l] that any simplicial fiber space p: E-»A with fiber £ can, for the purposes of algebraic topology, be replaced by a twisted cartesian product XXTF.
(The group G and the twisting function r: X-*G are shown to exist.) Considering these two results, one might expect that an analogue of Brown's theorem could be proved for twisted cartesian products, explicitly defining the twisting cochain in terms of the twisting function (2) . This is in fact done in Part I of this paper.
In Part II, the explicit form of the twisting cochain is used to investigate fiber bundles over spheres. The homology and cohomology Wang sequences are derived and some partial results obtained describing the behavior of the maps in the cohomology Wang sequence with respect to cup products.
I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Saunders MacLane for his patient assistance and encouragement during the preparation of this paper. I would also like to thank V. K. A. M. Gugenheim for suggesting simplifications that appear in the proof of Theorem 2.4.
Part I
Preliminaries.
In what follows, A will denote a fixed commutative ring with a unit. All algebras, coalgebras, tensor products, etc. will be taken over A unless explicitly stated to the contrary. 
The cap product k®mC\(pEK® M is defined to be the value of the composite
Let X be a simplicial set ( = semi-simplicial complex) and G a simplicial group [9] . A twisting function is a map t: X-+G satisfying r(Xq) E Gq-i,
Sít(x) = r(si+ix), i ^ 0, r(sox) = identity.
In these equations, d( and s¿ denote the face and degeneracy maps.
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Now, suppose G acts on a simplicial set F. The twisted cartesian product of X with £ relative to r is the simplicial set XXT F defined by (X Xr F)q = Xq X Fq, doix, y) = idox,rix)-d0y), diix, y) = idiX, d{y), i > 0, Siix,y) = (siX,Siy), i ^ 0.
A simplicial operator D oí type (p, q), p and q nonnegative integers, is a collection of maps Z7(A) : Xp->Xq, one for each simplicial set X, natural with respect to simplicial maps. The integer q-p is called the degree of D. Thus we see that, for any simplicial operator D of type (p, q), we have defined a family of simplicial operators of type ip + k, q + k), k~^0, given by (1.2). We will refer to this family of simplicial operators as a simplicial operator of degree q -p and initial dimension p or simply as a simplicial operator. 
TTze swrez ire (2.4) is over k = l to n -l and over all (n -k-l,k -l) shuffles (p, v).
The proof of this theorem will be given in the next section. Again letting XXT F he a twisted cartesian product with group G, it is The proofs of these theorems will be given in § §4 and 5. 3. Proof of Theorem 2.1. The operators D"4 and the map e are defined inductively as follows.
T>n,i = identity, 
where lgig(re -1)!, Ogfcgre-1.
This lemma follows easily from (3.1) and Lemma 1.2. Conversely, for each «> 1 are¿ quadruple (r, s, t, (p, v)) as above, there is a pair (i, re) such that (3.3) and (3.4) hold.
Proof. The lemma is easily verified for re = 2; suppose it true for re g N, N>2. Applying dw to (3.1) with n = N, we express dNDN+1 in terms of dxDN'. Passing to derived operators in (3.3) (again with n = N), we express dNDN' in terms of Dr' and DN~r'. Supposing k<r and combining, we have
s".Dy_r_i,(Jo, r + 1 g j g N.
Using Lemma 1.2, the basic identities relating the face and degeneracy maps, and (3.1) with n = r, we can rewrite (3.4) as , . , N+l tSpDj,s+k{r-l)idr-rl-i, 0 g J < r + 1, We now prove uniqueness. Suppose the quadruple (r, s, t, (p, v)) corresponds to the pair (i+k(N -1) !, A74-1) as required and suppose k<r. Using (3.1), we have
Note that, since dND%{ contains no s0) by the second equation of (3.6) we conclude that s" contains no s0.
Write s = p+q(r -2)!, lgpg(r -1)!, Ogggr -1 and suppose q>k. Then, using (3.1) and (3.6), we have
By Lemma 3.1, DTk~P contains no do so D\~p contains no di. Thus, the right side of (3.7) contains an so which is impossible since the left side does not. Supposing q<k leads to a similar contradiction so q=k. Let sß = s'ß and sy = s'¡¡so. Applying Lemma 1.2, we can rewrite (3.6) as
(dN^iD,,i) so = (siDj-r.t ) so, r g j < N + 1.
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As is easily seen, this implies that
íroy-cTi),«, r-láiáTV.
If k^r, a similar result holds. A simple induction argument now shows that the quadruple corresponding to a pair (i, n) is unique. To prove that, for each quadruple (r, s, t, iß, v)), of the prescribed type, there is a pair ii, n) such that Í3. such that dmD"A = dmDJih, O^j <n, and e(ii, n) = l + €Íi2, n) mod 2.
Proof. The lemma is easily verified for small values of n. Suppose it true for n^N and consider a pair (w, 7V+1), 0<w<7V. Consider, for fixed i, the expression being summed in the first term of (4.1). That is
It follows easily from which, by (3.2), is easily seen to be pidx®y)+i -l)vpidPx®y).
We now turn our attention to the second term of (4.1). By Lemma 3.4, this term reduces to (1 X m)V ¿2 i-l)^P+1)dpD^x X dpDP!Ux) ■ ■ ■ D^UdVx) ® y which, using Lemma 3.3, is equal to Proof. Insert C(XXGXGXF) into the center of the diagram connected to the midpoints of the four sides by the obvious maps. The four resulting diagrams are easily seen to be commutative which proves the lemma. Now, using Lemma 4.1, (4.5) can be rewritten
Thus, dp(x®y) = p(d^,(x®y)) and the theorem is proved. In general, / and V will no longer be chain maps and H will not be a chain homotopy between V/ and the identity. However, it is easily verified that these maps do preserve the nitrations defined above so induce maps/', V, and //' on the quotients Ap/Ap-i and Bp/Bv-i.
Lemma 5.3. The maps f and V are chain maps with f'V = identity and 77' is a chain homotopy with dH' +H'd = V'f -identity.
Proof. We notice that, for x®yEAp, xXyEBp, dpix ® y) = (-l)"x ® dy mod Ap-i and p dix + y) = E i-iydiX X diy mod B^i. t=0 The first of these equations follows from the fact that dx®y and x®yC\d> are in Ap-i, the second from the fact that doixXy) =d0xXd0y mod Bp_i.
Thus, the differentials on Ap/Ap-i and Bp/Bp-i are essentially the standard nontwisted differentials so the properties of/', V, and H' listed in the lemma follow from the corresponding properties of /, V, and H. We now show p' has a very simple form not very different from V.
Lemma 5.4. For any n>0, D\x = identity, Dlx = si for 0<j^p, D"it contains a face operator for i>l, and til, n)=n -l mod 2.
This lemma follows by a simple induction from (3.1). The following two lemmas will be needed in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Proofs can be found in [9, p. 39].
Lemma 6.2. Let p: E-+B be a principal G-bundle. Then there is an action p: EXG-►£ mapping fibers into fibers with the property that, restricted to a fiber, the action reduces to multiplication on the right. Lemma 6.3. Let p: E-+B be a principal G bundle and suppose G acts effectively on F. Define an equivalence relation ~ in EX F by (xg, y)~(x, gy) and define p: EXF/~= E->B by p(x, y) =p(x). Then p: E-+B is the bundle with fiber F and group G associated with p: E^>B.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Suppose p: E-^Sn is a principal bundle and p: E = EXF/~-*Sn the associated bundle with fiber F. Let X: EXF-^TL be the natural map and define g: 2"-*S(S") and/: S"Xr S(F)-^S(E) by (.S(\)(so e X sir-i ■ ■ ■ Si,-ia-doy), %i > 0.
These terms are equal since SÇK) (xg, y) -S(X) (x, gy). The commutativity of (6.1) is trivial as is the fact that g induces isomorphisms on homology. To prove / induces an isomorphism on homology, we note that/| S(F) is the identity and that/and g induce maps on the standard spectral sequences of t: S»Xr S(F)->2» and S(p): S(E)^S(Sn). Thus, by the comparison theorem, since g and /| S(F) induce isomorphisms on homology, so does/. To prove the theorem for principal bundles, we define g as above and / by replacing S(\) by S(u), p: EXG^>E. The remainder of the proof is exactly as above.
7. The Wang sequences. Applying Theorems 2.4 and 6.1, we know that The proof of Theorem 8.2 will be given in the next section. The corollary follows immediately from the definition of cup product. We now investigate the behavior of the maps in the cohomology Wang sequence with respect to cup products. The behavior of j* is of course very nice; it is a ring homomorphism. Almost as well behaved is the map 7* (see [6, p. 209] ). 
Since uid'i7[c)=0 for ¿?¿/» and vidioc)=0 for i^r -q, this becomes 7*(m)VJü+ (-1)(«-»««Ut*(í).
We now turn our attention to the map(4) f *. It is easily seen that f *(1) =p*(sn), proving the corollary. Before closing this section, we note a consequence of Corollary 8.7. Writing the cohomology Wang sequence as an exact triangle, //*(/i) we see it actually defines an exact couple [7] . Thus we have an associated spectral sequence with Ei = H*(E), E2 = H(H*(E), d) where d = f*/*. By Corollary 8.7, Ç*j*(u)=p*(sn)VJu so Ei = An(p*(s»))/(p*(s»))
where An(p*(sn))={uEH(E) with p*(sn)VJu = 0} and (p*(s"))is the ideal generated by p*(sn). The maps A in (9.2) denote the appropriate coproducts. To prove (9.2) commutes, it is clearly sufficient to prove that the three subdiagrams commute. The commutativity of the middle diagram is well known. (This is essentially the fact that the chain group of a topological group is a Hopf algebra.) The bottom diagram commutes because 1 XfJt is a simplicial map. To prove that the top diagram commutes, note that doio-nXsoa-1) =s0,-1bXs'0,-1e, so for cECPiF), A(A* ® 1)(<7" ® c) = E "n X soa ® di+\c ® b X e0 ® doc This completes the proof of Theorem 8.2.
